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ABSTRACT
Decentralized group key management mechanisms offer ben-
eficial solutions to enhance the scalability and reliability of
a secure multicast framework by confining the impact of a
membership change in a local area. However, many of the
previous decentralized solutions reveal the plaintext to the
intermediate relaying proxies, or require the key distribution
center to coordinate secure group communications between
subgroups. In this study, we propose a decentralized group
key management scheme that features a mechanism allowing
a service provider to deliver the group key to valid members
in a distributed manner using the proxy cryptography. In
the proposed scheme, the key distribution center is elimi-
nated while data confidentiality of the transmitted message
is provided during the message delivery process. The pro-
posed scheme can support a secure group communication
in dynamic network environments where there is no trusted
central controller for the whole network and the network
topology changes frequently.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
C.2.1 [Network Architecture and Design]: Wireless Com-
munication; C.2.0 [General]: Security and Protection

General Terms
Security

Keywords
Group key management, proxy cryptography, secure multi-
cast
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1. INTRODUCTION
In a secure multicast of a service, only authorized sub-

scribers who know the group key should be able to decrypt
the received data. Thus, secure multicast problem can be re-
duced to the cryptographic key generation and distribution
problem. Especially, in large-scale dynamic networks such
as ad hoc or mesh networks, the key distribution is com-
plicated due to dynamic groups in different administrative
domains where there is no trusted central server to control
the whole network.

According to the study in [1], group key management
schemes can be classified as centralized, decentralized, and
distributed schemes. In the centralized mechanism such as
LKH [2], a group manager controls the whole group mem-
bers and distributes a group key to only authorized mem-
bers following the key hierarchy tree. However, the cen-
tralized schemes have problems of a single point of failure
and “1-affects-n”, which means that a membership change
of a member affects the whole group [3]. In contrast, the
decentralized key management schemes like Iolus [3] divide
a group into several independent subgroups so that mem-
bership changes can be confined to the subgroup in which
they occur. Thus, reliability and scalability problems of the
centralized key management algorithms can be overcome in
the decentralized key management. However, to coordinate
secure data communication between subgroups, a subgroup
controller in each subgroup decrypts the messages and re-
encrypts them so the controllers must be totally trusted and
protected to prevent data leakage.

If the network consists of dynamic intermediate relaying
proxies of different administrative domains, proxies of a do-
main may not be trusted by other domains. In infrastructure-
less environments like mesh networks or ad hoc networks,
the coverage of a service can be easily extended by dynamic
relaying nodes of diverse domain groups. In addition, the
existence of a trusted central key distribution center can-
not be expected in such a dynamic environment. Hence, an
efficient group key management scheme which works in a
distributed way is essential for secure group communication
in the untrusted dynamic networks. In this paper, we pro-
pose a novel group key distribution scheme using proxy cryp-
tography with the following features: (1) distributed group
key distribution that eliminates the central key distribution
center, (2) decentralized group key management that con-
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Figure 1: Data transformation using ElGamal proxy encryption.

fines the membership changes to local subgroups, (3) data
confidentiality to prevent data leakage to untrusted relaying
proxy nodes, (4) efficient rekeying for dynamic groups and
network reconstruction while satisfying the backward and
forward secrecy of the group communication. The backward
secrecy prevents a new member from decoding messages ex-
changed before it joines the group, and the forward secrecy
prevents a leaving member from accessing the group com-
munication after it leaves the group [1]. The analysis result
shows that the proposed scheme has the advantages of scal-
ability and reliability in group key management in dynamic
network environments.

The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, several
related works for secure group communication are described.
In Section 3, a decentralized group key management scheme
using proxy cryptography is proposed. In Section 4, the
performance of the proposed scheme is analyzed and com-
pared with the previous key management algorithms, and
the security of the scheme is analyzed. The conclusion of
the paper is remarked in Section 5.

2. RELATED WORK
In centralized key management approaches, a key distri-

bution center (KDC) maintains the logical key hierarchy.
In LKH [2], each leaf of the key hierarchy tree is assigned
a group member, and each intermediate node is assigned a
key encryption key (KEK). A group member knows its path
keys on the path nodes from the leaf to the root node. If a
member joins or leaves, the KDC updates the corresponding
path keys and delivers a new group key securely to the valid
group members for backward or forward secrecy. Then, a
member who knows the corresponding KEKs can decrypt
the key update message to update its path keys and acquire
the new group key. As the whole members are controlled by
a single KDC, the single failure problem cannot be avoided
in the centralized key management schemes. Additionally,
even a membership change of a single member affects the
whole group so that scalability problem of “1-affects-n” is
raised in the centralized approaches.

In contrast, distributed key management approaches are
characterized by having no group controller. The group key
can be either generated in a contributory fashion, where all
members contribute their own share to computation of the
group key, or generated by one member and distributed to
group members. In most contributory protocols like group
Diffie-Hellman key exchage [5], processing time and commu-
nication requirements increase linearly in term of the num-
ber of group members. In addition, contributory protocols
require each user to be aware of the group membership list
to make sure that the protocols are robust. Such frameworks
suffer from the scalability problem so that they may be not
suitable for large groups.

To solve the scalability and reliability problem of the cen-
tralized or distributed key management schemes, several
decentralized approaches have been proposed. In decen-
tralized key management schemes such as Iolus [3], mem-
bers of a multicast group are split into several smaller sub-
groups. Different controllers are used to manage each sub-
group while minimizing the problem of concentrating the
work on a single place. Each controller coordinates commu-
nication between subgroups and manages its membership
independently. Thus, membership changes can be confined
to the corresponding subgroup in which the changes occur.
In this framework, more entities are allowed to fail before
the whole group is affected, thus the scalability problem can
be alleviated. However, to transmit a message from sub-
group SGA to subgroup SGB , the subgroup controller of
SGA decrypts the message from subgroup SGA with SGA’s
secret key and re-encrypts it with SGB ’s secret key. Thus,
the plaintext can be exposed to the relaying subgroup con-
troller during the message translation process. Therefore,
the trusting third party problem is raised in decentralized
approaches, which states that the confidentiality of group
communication is totally dependent on the trustworthiness
of each subgroup controller.

To solve the problem of the trusting third party, Y. Chiu
et al. [6] extended the ElGamal proxy cryptography [8] to
the source-based multicast tree networks. The basic idea
of the proxy encryption is that a proxy, given a proxy key,
could transform ciphertext corresponding to one person into
the ciphertext for another person without revealing any in-
formation about the secret decryption keys or the plaintext.
In the unidirectional ElGamal proxy encryption scheme pro-
posed in [8], the secret key x for user A is split into two
parts x1 and x2 such that x = x1 + x2. The public key
is (g, p, q, y) and the private key is x, where q is a prime
number, p is a prime number of the form 2q + 1, g is a
generator in Z

∗
p, x is randomly chosen from Zq, and y =

gx mod p. When a sender A sends a message to a receiver
B through an intermediate relaying proxy P, the proxy P
receives x1 and user B receives x2. Then P could convert
a message for user A to a message for user B. The unidi-
rectional encryption scheme is correct because on receiving
(gr mod p, mgxr mod p), the proxy computes mgxr/(gr)x1 =
mgx2r and sends (gr mod p, mgx2r mod p) to user B. Then,
user B can decrypt the converted message as mgx2r/(gr)x2 =
m. The idea of the proxy encryption can be used to con-
struct a secure multicast framework where many of proxy
nodes are located on the path from a sender to receivers. In
the framework of the Chiu’s scheme, the KDC assigns each
secret key to a sender and receivers that are constructed on
the multicast tree. The KDC then computes proxy keys ac-
cording to the network topology and sends the proxy keys
to each proxy node. An example of proxy sequence is shown
in Fig. 1. Secret keys for user A, B, and each proxy on
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Figure 2: Message delivery process using proxy encryption.

the path are computed and assigned to them by the KDC.
When a member joins or leaves the group, the KDC up-
dates the proxy key corresponding to the changing member.
Although this approach is secure and scalable for message
delivery, it still requires the centralized KDC to understand
the topology of the multicast tree and to manage the proxy
keys.

3. THE PROPOSED SCHEME
In this section, a novel group key distribution scheme us-

ing the ElGamal proxy encryption is proposed. The ElGa-
mal proxy cryptography is used to deliver a rekeying message
to valid members upon a member change. The main idea
is that the secret key of each proxy and the group key of
session i are used to encrypt the group key update message
for next session i + 1. Thus, only authorized members who
know both of the secret keys can decrypt the rekeying mes-
sage and acquire the updated group key. As the key update
message is converted along the multicast path using proxy
cryptography in a distributed way, the centralized KDC for
controlling proxy keys can be eliminated in the proposed
framework. Our approach enables each proxy of subnet-
works to reconfigure the multicast environment dynamically
while confining the membership or multicast network topol-
ogy changes to the local area.

3.1 The Framework
The framework of the proposed scheme is established on

the source-based multicast tree networks. The root node
is a sender and intermediate nodes are proxies. Generally,
a service provider in the network can be the root node of
the multicast tree. Each proxy configures a subgroup in the
network and may have local subgroup members. In the pro-
posed framework, the root node of the multicast tree sends
the rekeying message to its child proxies using the ElGamal
proxy cryptography. The intermediate proxy then trans-
forms a ciphertext received from its parent proxy into an-
other ciphertext that can be decrypted by only its subgroup
members. The ciphertext is transmitted to the child prox-
ies using the proxy encryption in a distributed way until it
reaches the leaf proxies. When a sender wants to multicast
data for group services, it encrypts the multicasting data

using a group key and sends the encrypted data to the valid
group members. It is important to note that the transla-
tion using the proxy encryption is performed on the group
key update message, not on the multicasting data in the
proposed framework.

3.1.1 Notations and Assumptions
In the proposed scheme, the proxies are assumed to be

partially trusted. That is, the proxies are assumed to con-
vert a received ciphertext using the proxy cryptography and
forward it correctly. Proxies may become the ordinary mem-
bers, and members can also become the relaying proxies in
the dynamic multicast network. However, the proxies and
members are assumed to be unable to obtain the two dif-
ferent statuses simultaneously. For instance, for a member
to serve as a proxy in the network, it should perform the
member-leave rekeying operation first and then participate
as the proxy.

The notations used in the proposed scheme is represented
as follows:

1. GKi: group key of session i. GKi is used for the se-
cure group communication among the group members.
GKi is a secret key shared between a sender and group

members, whereas y = gGKi

(mod p) is a public key.
It is assumed that the proxy is not a group member.
Thus each proxy does not know the GKi so that the
proxies are prevented from accessing the group com-
munication.

2. PKj : proxy key of a proxy pj . PKj is a secret key
shared among the proxy pj , group members that con-
nected to the proxy pj directly, and child proxies of
the pj in the multicast tree network. PKinit is the
secret key shared between the sender and its parent
proxy. The proxy key is used for a local rekeying that
confines membership changes to the subgroup in which
they occur.

3. rj : random number selected by a proxy pj . rinit is the
random number of the sender. rj is a secret parameter
of the ElGamal encryption process chosen at random
from Zq.
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Figure 3: Local rekeying process upon a member change.

4. PRF(M): one-way pseudo-random function that gen-
erates a pseudo-random number on the input of M.

Suppose there is a sender s, a receiver u, and n interme-
diate proxies p1, p2, · · · , pn on the path between s and u. s
is assumed to be connected to p1. s encrypts a message m

in the form of {c1, c2} = {grinit , m ·g(rinit+PKinit)·GKi} and
sends it to p1. Then, for 1 ≤ j ≤ n, the proxy pj on the path
transforms the received ciphertext {c1, c2} to a new cipher-

text {c′1, c′2} = {c1 · grj , c2 · g(rj−PKj−1+PKj)·GKi}, where
PK0 = PKinit in this scenario. When the ciphertext of a
message m sent from s finally reaches u, the encrypted mes-
sage will be in the form of {c1, c2} = {grinit+r1+···+rn , m ·
g(rinit+r1+···+rn+PKn)·GKi}. Fig. 2 describes the key up-
date message delivery process. Upon receipt of the cipher-

text {c1, c2}, u can recover m by computing c2/(c1·gPKn)GKi

(mod p). In the key update process, the newly updated
group key GKi+1 is encrypted and delivered using this El-
Gamal proxy encryption. Thus, valid members who know
both of the proxy key and group key can only decrypt the
key update message and acquire GKi+1. When a sender
wants to multicast group data, all the group communication
will be encrypted with the new group key and sent to the
group members.

3.2 Group Key Update
When a member joins or leaves the group, the group

key should be updated to a new group key for backward
secrecy (in a member-join event) or forward secrecy (in a
member-leave event). Upon every member-join or member-
leave event, the session changes; and only one member change
is allowed in a session in the proposed framework.

3.2.1 Member Join
A member joins the group by sending a join request to the

closest proxy first. The proxy then acts as the parent proxy
of the new joining member, and forwards the join request to
the sender along the path of the multicast tree. If the sender
authenticates the joining member, the session changes and
the group key is updated. When it is assumed that a member
joins the group through a proxy pj at the session i − 1, the
algorithm to update the group key progresses as follows:

1. The group key GKi is updated using the derivation
GKi = PRF(GKi−1).

2. The sender delivers the new group key GKi to the
joining member securely by unicast.

3. The parent proxy sends its proxy key PKj to the join-
ing member securely by unicast.

4. The legitimate group members who know GKi−1 up-
date the group key to GKi using the pseudo-random
function.

In the key update algorithm, the communication cost for
a rekeying operation in a member-join event requires just
two unicasts. In the example of Fig. 3, a new joining mem-
ber u1 which is attached to p4 receives the group key GKi

and proxy key PK4 from a sender s and its parent proxy p4,
respectively. Every valid member with the old key can cal-
culate the new one locally. Thus, any further rekeying cost
is not needed. This key refreshness prevents a new member
from decoding messages exchanged before it joins the group
even if it stored the previous traffic. This guarantees the
backward secrecy of the proposed scheme.

3.2.2 Member Leave
The rekeying mechanism in a member-leave event can be

described as a local rekeying of the proxy key followed by a
new group key delivery. When a member leaves the group,
the session changes and the parent proxy pj of the leaving
member performs the rekeying operation. The rekeying op-
eration for a proxy key is confined to the subgroup where the
member leaves. When it is assumed that a member leaves
the group at session i, the algorithm to update the group
key progresses as follows:

1. The proxy pj first chooses a new secret key PK′
j inde-

pendently of the previous PKj .

2. The proxy pj sends PK′
j securely to all the valid sub-

group members and child proxies directly connected to
itself.

3. The sender generates a new group key GKi+1 indepen-
dently of the GKi, and sends it following the source-
based multicast tree using proxy cryptography.
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join.

Upon receipt of the PK′
j from a parent proxy, only valid

subgroup members and child proxies of pj can update their
proxy key of PKj to PK′

j . After that, the sender trans-
mits a group key update message {c1, c2} along the mul-
ticast path, then the proxy pj on the path translates the
message with the PK′

j using the proxy encryption and de-
livers it to the subgroup members and child proxies. The
group members connected to the proxy pj receive {c1, c2} =

{grinit+r1+···+rj , GKi+1 · g(rinit+r1+···+rj+PK′
j)·GKi}. Then

they can decrypt it with GKi and PK′
j . Even if a departed

member knows GKi, it cannot decrypt the key update mes-
sage since the message is encrypted with both of the GKi

and PK′
j , but the departed member does not know the PK′

j .
This guarantees the forward secrecy of the proposed scheme.
Fig. 3 shows an example of the local rekeying process when
a member u2 leaves the proxy p2.

The communication cost for delivering a proxy key to the
subgroup members by unicast is O(n), where n is the num-
ber of the subgroup members. To enhance the scalability, we
adopt an existing centralized group key management scheme
of LKH [2] for the local rekeying. LKH reduces the rekey-
ing cost of O(n) to O(logn) while requiring memory cost of
O(logn) for a member.

3.3 Topology Control
Key management for access control in a dynamic net-

work is complicated due to not only dynamic members but
also dynamic proxies. In a dynamic network environment,
a proxy may join or leave the multicast tree at any time.
Especially, this is the case in an ad hoc network or a mesh
network where dynamic relaying nodes can frequently ex-
pand or shrink the network service coverage by changing
the network topology. In a proxy-join or proxy-leave event,
the changing proxy affects the topology of the multicast tree
and proxy key chain on the path neighboring with it. Thus,
the network dynamics should be handled in the group key
management framework.

3.3.1 Proxy Join
When a new proxy joins the network, it should select a

parent proxy first, and insert itself on the path between the
parent proxy and one of its child proxies. The new joining
proxy then receives the proxy key of its parent proxy from
the parent proxy, and sends its own private proxy key to
its child proxy securely. Fig. 4 shows an example that a
proxy pj joins the connection between p1 and p2. p1 sends
its proxy key PK1 to pj , and pj sends its proxy key PKj

to its child proxy p2 securely. p2 then updates its previous
parent proxy key PK1 to the new proxy key PKj received
from pj . In case of joining as a leaf proxy, the new proxy
does not need to send its proxy key, but just receives the
proxy key from its parent proxy.

p1

p5

p3

p2

p4

p1

p5

p3

p4

1PK

3PK

2PK → 1PK

2PK → 3PK

Figure 5: Local rekeying process upon a proxy p2

leave.

When a joining proxy has no member, or has only mem-
bers who are not interested in the group communication, the
proxy is required to just forward a message from its parent
to child proxies without any translation. As the network join
of such a proxy does not affect the proxy key relationship
on the multicast path, no rekeying process of the proxy keys
is needed. When a member who wants to participate in the
group communication joins the forwarding proxy later, the
rekeying process for a proxy-join event is performed.

3.3.2 Proxy Leave
When a proxy leaves the network, the connections be-

tween the leaving proxy and its parent or child proxies are
disconnected. In the proxy-leave event, the parent proxy
of the departing proxy chooses one of the departing proxy’s
child proxies to replace it and repair the multicast tree topol-
ogy. The parent proxy then sends its proxy key to the newly
chosen proxy securely, and the new proxy sends its proxy key
to its new child proxies, respectively. Fig. 5 describes the
topology change when a proxy p2 leaves the network. Upon
the departure of p2, the parent proxy p1 selects a proxy p3

to replace the p2 and sends its proxy key PK1 to p3 securely.
p3 then sends its proxy key PK3 to its new child proxy p5

securely. PK3 does not need to be delivered to p4 since p4

has already known PK3. In case that a leaf proxy leaves the
network, no rekeying process is required.

When a forwarding proxy which has not participated in
the group communication but just relayed the communica-
tion data to its child proxies leaves the network, the parent
proxy of the departing proxy replaces the departing proxy
with itself and reconstruct the topology of the multicast tree.
Since the parent proxy key is already known to the new child
proxies and used in the proxy encryption, no rekeying pro-
cess of the proxy keys is needed.

4. PROTOCOL ANALYSIS
The performance of the proposed scheme is analyzed and

compared with the previous schemes in terms of scalabil-
ity and reliability in section 4.1. Additionally, the security
analysis of the proposed scheme is given in section 4.2.

4.1 Performance Analysis
Table 1 identifies the key management schemes that pro-

vide data confidentiality and the schemes that require the
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Table 1: Comparison of group key management protocols
LKH Iolus Chiu’s scheme Proposed scheme

Data confidentiality – N Y Y
Trust to proxy – total partial partial
KDC Y N Y N
Rekeying cost
(join, leave)

2logN , 2logN M + P , M + P 2logM , 2logM 2, 2log(M + P ) + 1

Number of keys
(member, proxy)

logN , – 1, P logM , 1 logM + 1, 2

Secrecy
(backward/forward)

Y Y Y Y

central key distribution center. It also shows the storage re-
quirement from a member and a proxy, as well as the com-
munication cost for a rekeying process in each scheme. In
addition, Table 1 identifies the schemes that need to trust
intermediate proxies for the secure data delivery.

In Table 1, the notations N and M represent the num-
ber of group members and the average number of subgroup
members in the network, respectively. The expected number
of child proxies of an intermediate proxy is denoted by P .
When it is assumed that all members in the network are le-
gitimate service subscribers who are supposed to participate
in the group communication, the comparison results can be
summarized as in Table 1.

The proposed scheme is designed to deliver a group key
in a distributed way. Thus, the key distribution center is
not needed in the proposed framework, which solves the re-
liability problem of a single point of failure. In addition,
data confidentiality to the intermediate proxies on the mul-
ticast path is guaranteed in the proposed scheme due to the
atomicity property of the proxy cryptography function [8].
Thus, the problem of the trusting third party is solved in
the proposed framework.

When a member joins the group, the proposed scheme
needs just two unicasts to deliver the group key and proxy
key to the new joining member. Clearly, the proposed scheme
needs less rekeying cost for a member-join event compared
with the other schemes. When a member leaves the group,
the parent proxy key of the leaving member is updated and
delivered to the valid subgroup members and child proxies
using the LKH protocol. Thus, the rekeying process in a
member-leave event requires log(M + P ) communications
in the proposed framework, which alleviates the scalability
problem of “1-affects-n”. On condition that N � M � P ,
the rekeying cost of log(M + P ) is much less than the cost
of logN and almost identical to the cost of logM .

The number of secret keys that a member is required to
store are logM subgroup KEKs for the local proxy key dis-
tribution using the LKH algorithm, and a single proxy key
received from its parent proxy. The group key is not in-
cluded in the analysis result for the property of key storage
as it is common in all the schemes. A proxy stores two proxy
keys: one of its own, the other of its parent proxy. As it is
analyzed in Table 1, the proposed scheme requires a member
and a proxy to store one more key than the Chiu’s scheme,
respectively. The additional proxy key compared with the
Chiu’s scheme is utilized to enable the proposed key man-
agement framework to work in a distributed manner without
the key distribution center.

4.2 Security Analysis
In this section, it is analyzed that the proposed key man-

agement scheme satisfies the backward secrecy in a member-
join event and forward secrecy in a member-leave event. In
addition, the proposed framework is proved to be secure
against the probabilistic polynomial-time adversary.

4.2.1 Backward Secrecy
Clearly, the proposed scheme guarantees the backward se-

crecy. When a member joins the network at session i − 1,
then the session changes to session i, and the previous group
key is updated by GKi = PRF(GKi−1). Even if the new
member receives the current group key GKi and has stored
the encrypted traffic of group communication exchanged be-
fore session i, it cannot decrypt the traffic without knowing
the previous group key. To attack the group key of the previ-
ous session with the current information GKi, the attacker
should be able to estimate x such that GKi = PRF(x).
However, it is assumed to be computationally infeasible to
break the one-way property of the pseudo-random function,
which means that it is computationally infeasible to find x
such that y = PRF(x), given y. Therefore, the attacker can-
not obtain the previous group key GKi−1 with the current
group key GKi.

Another possibility for an adversary to get the previous
group key GKi−1 is to capture the previous rekeying mes-
sage that containing it, {c1, c2} = {grinit+r1+···+rn , GKi−1 ·
g(rinit+r1+···+rn+PKn)·GKi−2}, and attack it. Hence, to ob-
tain the group key GKi−1 in the rekeying message, the ad-
versary should break the ElGamal cryptosystem without the
secret key GKi−2 even if PKn is known to the adversary. It
is recognized that the semantic security of the ElGamal en-
cryption is actually equivalent to the decision Diffie-Hellman
assumption [9], which states that it is infeasible for a p.p.t.
adversary to solve the decision Diffie-Hellman problem. The
assumption that decisional Diffie-Hellman is infeasible is at
least as strong as the assumption that computational Diffie-
Hellman is infeasible, which in turn is at least as strong
as the assumption that discrete logarithm is infeasible [10].
Therefore, when p is large such that the discrete logarithm
problem (DLP) in Zp is intractable, the backward secrecy is
guaranteed in the proposed framework.

4.2.2 Forward Secrecy
When a member leaves the parent proxy pj of the group,

a new proxy key PK′
j is generated and delivered securely

to the valid subgroup members by the pj . The updated
new group key GKi+1 is then encrypted by the proxy cryp-
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tography using the new proxy key and transmitted to each
member. The rekeying message reaches the group members
of the pj in the form of {c1, c2} = {grinit+r1+···+rj , GKi+1 ·
g(rinit+r1+···+rj+PK′

j)·GKi}. Even a departed member that
has the GKi and the previous proxy key PKj cannot de-
crypt the rekeying message and obtain the new group key
because it is computationally infeasible to decrypt the group
key update message without the new proxy key PK′

j . For

simplicity, given GKi and {c1, c2} = {gr, mgr′·GKi}, where
r′ = r+PK′

j , an adversary should break r′ to find m. Given
a constant parameter r, r′ is determined by the secret PK′

j .
Thus, the entropy of r′ can be described using the terminol-
ogy of Information Theory as H(r′|PK′

j) = 0. Therefore,

given GKi and c2, to break the PK′
j for obtaining m, the

adversary should find x such that t+x ·GKi = loggc2 (mod

p), where m = gt (mod p) is unknown. The equation has
a unique solution for t. In other words, any possible value
x ∈ Zp of the key PK′

j is consistent with the information
known to the adversary. Therefore, the cryptosystem is un-
conditionally secure against the adversary although the GKi

is given to it. It states that a leaving member cannot de-
crypt the rekeying message, thus the member cannot access
the group communications after it leaves the group. Hence,
in a member-leave event, the forward secrecy is guaranteed
in the proposed scheme.

If a leaving member which knows GKi can collude with
any of the current proxy pl, it can receive the proxy key
PKl from the colluding proxy pl. It can then decrypt the
rekeying message using both of the secret keys and get the
GKi+1. Thus, such a collusion attack between different en-
tities should not be allowed in the proposed framework.

4.2.3 Framework Security
It is proved that the ElGamal proxy cryptosystem is CPA

(chosen plaintext attack) secure against the sender, the proxy,
and the receiver [8]; but not secure against CCA (chosen
ciphertext attack). This is not a problem in our frame-
work since proxies only re-encrypt ciphertexts that passed
through them. Therefore, adversaries cannot use the prox-
ies as oracles to attack the ElGamal cryptosystem. Even if
adversaries compromise a proxy and find out the proxy keys
of it and its parent proxy, the security of the framework
is still guaranteed. Although adversaries know the proxy
key, to decrypt the message sent from a sender to receivers,
they still have to compromise either the sender or one of
the receivers to obtain the current group key. If a sender or
a receiver is compromised, the adversary does not need to
attack the cryptosystem as the group key can be accessed
directly via a compromised sender or receiver. Thus, the
sender and receivers should be protected by tamperproof
equipments against a physical compromise attack.

5. CONCLUSION
In this paper, a novel decentralized group key manage-

ment scheme is proposed. The proposed scheme solves the
trusting third party problem of secret data leakage to the
intermediate proxies by adapting the proxy cryptography.
The group key is encrypted and transmitted to valid mem-
bers in a distributed manner so that the key distribution
center is eliminated in the proposed scheme while the back-
ward and forward secrecy is guaranteed. Additionally, the
rekeying procedure is confined to the local subgroup area

where a membership changes so that scalability is achieved.
The proposed scheme handles the dynamic network topol-
ogy efficiently as well as the dynamic membership changes.
Hence, the proposed framework can support secure group
communications in dynamic network environments such as
ad hoc networks or mesh networks where there is no cen-
tral network controller or the intermediate relaying nodes
are not totally trusted.
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